
CITY OF VINELAND, NJ 

RESOLUTION NO. 2017- 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN THE 
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AND THE CITY OF VINELAND. 

WHEREAS, Vineland Municipal Electric Utility (VMEU) has a permit from the New 
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) covering the operation of the Clayville 
Station combustion turbine, which was installed in October 2015; and  

WHEREAS, as a new source, the Clayville turbine has very low air permit limits, based 
on its installed state-of-the-art emission controls; and 

WHEREAS, these controls perform very well, and emissions are usually extremely low 
and below these limits, but any problems occurring with the turbine or control equipment, even 
minor problems, can cause an exceedance of these low technologically-based limits, and 
equipment problems do sometimes occur; and 

WHEREAS, summary reports on the emissions recorded by the continuous emission 
monitors are submitted quarterly to the NJDEP; and  

WHEREAS, from the time that the turbine began operation, several emission 
exceedances, all caused by very brief equipment problems, have been reported; and 

WHEREAS, the NJDEP has recently concluded an evaluation of these summary reports 
filed for 2015 and 2016, which covered the unit’s first full year of operation, as well as individual 
incident reports submitted by the utility explaining the circumstances surrounding the reported 
exceedances; and   

WHEREAS, an affirmative defense has been granted for one of the reported exceedances, 
based on the submitted incident report, with associated penalties waived in that case; and 

WHEREAS, the NJDEP has, however, assessed penalties for two of the other exceedances 
and has issued a proposed settlement which covers these alleged violations and penalty 
assessments, as well as penalties for technical deficiencies in meeting monitoring quality 
assurance requirements; and 

WHEREAS, the NJDEP has offered a settlement with an overall 25% penalty reduction 
from the initially calculated $6,850 to $5,137; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Vineland deems it in the best interest of the 
City to settle this matter rather than proceed on to costly litigation and expenses; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Vineland 
that the Mayor of the City of Vineland is hereby authorized to execute on behalf of the City of 
Vineland a Settlement Agreement in the form attached hereto.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Vineland shall pay the sum of $5,137 to 
the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection in full settlement of the penalty assessed. 

Adopted: 

President of Council 

ATTEST: 

City Clerk 
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